Abstract. This paper describes the development of beam dynamic simulation code for cyclotron. Starting from a description of beam dynamics in the cyclotron, lattice functions were determined and the solutions for the 2 nd -order nonlinear Hamiltonian were revised. Based on the description of beam dynamics in the cyclotron, simulation code was also developed for cyclotron design.
Introduction
Cyclotrons have a wide range of medical, industrial, and research applications. High power cyclotrons (HPCs) are being developed to seek CP violation in neutrino sector [1] and transmute nuclear waste [2] .
The main characteristics of HPCs are strong vertical focusing against the vertical space charge force, and high energy gain through the radio-frequency (RF) system against narrow turn separation. To extend the space-charge limit, vertical focusing should be strengthened to resist the vertical space charge force. The absence of longitudinal focusing leads to accumulated energy spread. Because of the non-zero dispersion, longitudinally-dependent radial motion reduces turn separation. Furthermore, intuitively, the effects of longitudinal space charge forces further reduce turn separation.
In a high-intensity cyclotron, space-charge effects on particle dynamics must be known in detail. Numerical simulations have been performed successfully in many high-intensity cyclotrons [3, 4] , but to get deep insight on beam dynamics during magnet design for HPCs other types simulation code are required. Problems to be solved include determining the necessary increase in vertical focusing against space charge force, the degree by which nonlinear effects increase according to high vertical focusing, and how the dispersion effect limits beam intensity.
Equilibrium orbit (EO) code [5, 6] is one of the programs required for such purposes. During design of cyclotron magnets, this program provides useful information on tunes, isochronism, etc. Unfortunately, these programs do not provide information about lattice functions, which are essential parameters during cyclotron magnet design. These programs also do not provide information about nonlinear effects, which are important in design of high vertical focusing magnets for HPCs. In this paper, we extract the information for lattice functions and consider a 2 nd -order transfer-matrix from the Hamiltonian for an HPC. Based on the theoretical exploration on cyclotron beam dynamics, we also introduce developed a program for designing cyclotron magnets. Section 2 describes the Hamiltonian in the Cyclotron. Section 3 describes determination of the lattice function. Section 4 gives results from 2 nd -order transfer-matrix form Hamiltonian. Section 5 presents conclusions.
Hamiltonian in Cyclotron
In a cyclotron, the magnet is mirror-symmetric around a mid-plane. With this symmetry, the magnet field in polar coordinates is given by If ⁄ ≪ 1, the magnetic field cam be expanded in terms of z, and terms higher than the 2 nd -order can be ignored. With ⃗ • ⃗ = ⃗ × ⃗ = 0 conditions in a cyclotron, and Eqs. (1), the three-dimensional magnetic fields is expanded such that [7, 8] 
where is the z-directional magnetic field in a mid-plane (i.e., = ( , , = 0)). Assume that a particle with momentum and charge moves in a magnetic field that has vector potential ; then the canonical momentum of a particle ⃗ is
and the action integral in cylindrical coordinates is expressed as
From Eq. (4), if angle θ is chosen instead of time t as independent variable, then the new Hamiltonian conjugate variables are [9] −E (= H) ; t, = + ; , = + ; , = + ;
and the new Hamiltonian is
If τ = 0 where 0 is revolution frequency and is the travel time of particles, then if we use a magnetic field with a value divided by charge (i.e., ⃗ → ⃗ / )), then the equation of motion can be obtained by calculating the Hamiltonian equation with the new Hamiltonian of Eq. (6) [8] as
where is total energy, is total mass, γ is the relativistic factor, and c is the speed of light. In an EO, = = 0. From Eq. (7), equations of EO are expressed as
We expanded coordinates such that → + , → + and τ → τ + χ where , and τ are values in the EO. To find an EO, initial values can be efficiently determined by a straightforward iteration process which is an extension of the familiar Newton method [1, 10] . Equations of displaced orbit (i.e., deviation of particle orbit from EO) can be revealed replacing , and τ with their expanded terms + , + and τ + χ in equation of motion (Eqs. 7). By expanding equations of displaced orbit in terms of , , , , τ up to 2 nd order, the 2 nd -order equations of motion are 
By neglecting all nonlinear terms in Eqs. (9), a linear equation of motion can be expressed as 
Matrices X and Z can be calculated using numerical methods such as the Runge-Kutta method.
Lattice functions in Cyclotron
Components in the transfer matrices can be calculated by numerical methods when the magnetic field distribution is known. The field distribution (Fig. 1 ) from reference [11] was used. Two important parameters in beam optics are the radial and the vertical focusing frequencies, which are defined as the number of betatron oscillations per revolution of a reference particle. These frequencies measure the degree of focusing in the radial and the vertical planes, respectively. Once an EO is found, the linearized equations of motion are integrated for one sector (or one turn) to compute the transfer matrices. The focusing frequencies and are then computed using
where and are the transfer matrices for one turn and the symbol signifies the trace of the matrix [12] . The magnetic fields must be carefully designed to avoid harmful resonances during the entire acceleration process. For the four-sector cyclotron that we consider here, the following structure resonances must be considered to affect the beam: 4 = 4 3 = 4 2 = 4 − 2 = 0 2 + 2 = 4.
(13) The particle's focusing frequencies diverge between injection and extraction ( Figure 2) .
During a transformation along a circle in a cyclotron, the phase ellipse will continuously change its form and orientation, but not its area at a given energy. In matrix formulation, the ellipse parameters, which are also called Twiss parameters, the transform from initial Twiss parameters is given by [12] ) where element of the of transfer matrix indicates for the radial plane and for the vertical plane. Generally, the particle trajectory and its derivative in Twiss parameters can be expressed as [12] i y y p y p
If the cyclotron is a circular accelerator, a periodic condition can be imposed with (α = α0, β = β0 ) after one turn, and the transfer matrix is given by 14) have useful information during magnet design for cyclotron by implying beam size variation from initially assumed beam. In the figure, beta-function shows four-fold symmetry because the cyclotron has four sectors.
A cyclotron exerts no phase-restore force, so energy gain accumulates until extraction. Especially, a space-charge force can dramatically distort the beam distribution in longitudinal phase space in an HPC. Therefore, the dispersion function is an important parameter in descriptions of beam dynamics in cyclotrons, because it indicates longitudinally-dependent radial motion. This function in a cyclotron is
where Xco is a closed orbit at given energy, and δ is momentum deviation between a given energy and the next energy. This dispersion function (Figure 4 ) also shows four-fold symmetry due to the foursector cyclotron.
2 nd order transfer-matrix in Cyclotron
In Section 2, the second order equations of motion (Eq. (9)) were derived and solutions of linear equation were given with a matrix form (Eq. 11). By putting 1 st -order solutions (Eq. 11) to nonlinear terms of Eq. (9), they are transformed from nonlinear equations to linear inhomogeneous equations; defining where , , and ℎ (Table 1) 
If Green's function is defined as
where X and Z are matrixes in Eq. (11) and vectors and are given as 
Similarly, solution τ can be described as
Particle tracking in a 13-MeV cyclotron was performed using the linear transfer-matrix method (Eq. 11), the 2 nd -order transfer-matrix method (Eq. 21) and the full Runge-Kutta method (Eq. 9) to yield phase-space ellipses ( Figure 5 ). Agreement is better between the 2 nd -order transfer-matrix method and the full Runge-Kutta method than between the linear transfer method and the full Runge-Kutta method. However, the Runge-Kutta method is rather slow.
Conclusion
This paper has described development of a beam dynamic simulation code for a cyclotron. Lattice functions, which are useful parameters to describe beam dynamics in circular accelerator, were calculated from a transfer matrix for the first time in cyclotron beam dynamics. The 2 nd -order transfer matrix was explored, and the phase-space beam motion from the 2 nd -order transfer matrix was compared with the result by Rounge-Kutta method. The phase-space ellipses from the 2 nd -order transfer-matrix method agreed well with the result obtained using the full Runge-Kutta method. Based on these beam dynamics results, cyclotron simulation code has been developed; it will be available soon.
Figure 1.
Field distribution for sector focused cyclotron [11] . Here sector number is 4. 
